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Abstract 
Introduction: Currently 40 % of the world’s population, around 3 billion users, are online using cyberspace for 
everything from work to pleasure. While there are numerous benefits accompanying this medium, the Internet is not 
without its perils. In this case study article, we focus specifically on the challenge of fake (or unnatural) online identi‑
ties, such as those used to defraud people and organisations, with the aim of exploring an approach to detect them.
Case description: In particular, through our method and case study we outline and experiment with novel analytics 
for characterising and measuring the naturalness of an online persona or identity; this naturalness is defined as the 
extent to which that persona has features similar to those expected for comparable personae online. Our case sce‑
nario involves a participant set of two types of individuals, and our aim at this stage is to use our approach to correctly 
characterise, and then distinguish between, these two types.
Discussion and evaluation: To briefly précis our case study results, we found that our method to conceptualise an 
individual’s complete online presence was very successful. This was undoubtedly linked to its detailed consideration 
of how cyberspace is typically used, while also building on our existing model of identity which has been used to aid 
law enforcement in identification tasks. In terms of developing effective analytics for naturalness however, improve‑
ments in our approach (e.g., features selected and nuanced metrics) are required. Moreover, the study would benefit 
from a larger sample size to better identify common aspects between natural personae.
Conclusions: Overall, the case study allowed us to explore a novel technique to characterise naturalness and to 
examine its utility at detecting unnatural personae. Our goal now is to build on the study’s findings in several key 
ways. Specifically, we aim to conduct further assessments on the criteria through which naturalness is defined, and 
refine our analytics and combinatorics to measure a persona’s naturalness. We will also explore clustering approaches 
based on complete online personae, as a means to complement our identification of naturally occurring personae 
types in large datasets.
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Introduction and related work
Today more than ever, people across the world are 
exploiting the Internet for work and pleasure, and are 
utilising an increasing variety of devices and services 
to do so  [1]. Exploitation of cyberspace results in both 
conscious information-sharing and publication (of both 
personal and corporate variety) and, inevitably, the 
creation of persistent data that many users may be una-
ware of (perhaps as metadata or as old data thought to be 
removed or put out of reach). While there are undoubt-
edly many benefits to our interaction in cyberspace, the 
quantity of threats, risks and general peril are constantly 
growing [2], with data breaches, hacks and identity-fraud 
almost commonplace.
In this case study-based article, we concentrate on 
the problem of fake online identities, and their increas-
ing use to manipulate, deceive and defraud people and 
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organisations  [3–5]. Reflecting on the literature, there 
has been considerable work in the space of detecting 
fake accounts and bots. Cao et al., for instance, propose a 
technique using social-graph properties to rank users on 
a site according to their likelihood of being fake [6]. They 
later extend this consideration to explore the use of clus-
tering in identifying groups of malicious accounts (under 
the assumption that they have very similar properties and 
actions, e.g., posting and uploading behaviour) [7].
In Viswanath et al. [8], an unsupervised machine-learn-
ing approach for detecting anomalous user behaviour in 
social networks is introduced. Through experimentation 
on Facebook profiles, the authors demonstrate the use 
of their clustering technique (based mainly on ‘like’ rates 
and activities) in identifying fake and compromised user 
accounts. In the spam and bot-detection domain, Fong 
et al. [9] and many others (e.g.,  [10, 11]) also attempt to 
tackle the problem of fake profiles, typically using a mix-
ture of techniques, which often apply a priori knowledge 
(e.g., bots ephemeral nature or posting habits) to detect 
fake accounts. We have also engaged in research in this 
domain by using machine learning to explore which fac-
tors may be the most important in making automated 
text (produced by bots) convincing [12].
The novelty of our work as compared to the existing 
literature is the in-depth analysis of a complete online 
persona; this includes all of its facets and how it is used 
across multiple sites. We posit that through a detailed 
characterisation of how real personae portray themselves 
and act online, an approach can be crafted to detect fake 
or anomalous identities, particularly, those somewhat 
carefully maintained and used for malevolent purposes. 
As a basis for this approach, we draw on a compre-
hensive model of identity developed in our previous 
research  [13, 14]. This allows us to characterise identi-
ties, from the attributes present and the inferences that 
can be made from them (e.g., inferring a person’s name 
from their email-address), to the overall existence of an 
identity across several sites. The ability to comprehen-
sively model an identity can be an extremely effective tool 
in understanding what is natural behaviour online, and 
consequently, what may be an unnatural and potentially 
harmful persona.
In what follows, we present our approach and the case 
study used to examine it, before then critically reflecting 
on our findings regarding the approach’s utility. Specifi-
cally, we first consider naturalness as a concept, what it 
means for a persona to be natural and how naturalness 
may be usefully characterised. Next we detail the analyt-
ics (i.e., intervention) that we propose for measuring the 
naturalness of an unknown online persona. We then pre-
sent the results from a case study experiment conducted 
to explore our approach. Finally, we reflect on these 
results and outline ways to evolve the analytics, before 
concluding the article.
Approach and case study
We begin our work in this section by introducing the 
proposed approach to characterise and measure natu-
ralness. This is then followed by a definition of our case 
study and presentation of results.
Defining and characterising naturalness
Online identities and naturalness 
To properly consider an online identity, there are several 
important concepts that first need to be understood. One 
of the most central of these is that of a persona. We define 
a persona as the way in which an individual (consciously 
or unconsciously) presents themself online. A key defin-
ing characteristic of a persona is that it presents a largely 
consistent view of an individual. The way that individual 
actually portrays or manifests their persona online is 
through what we refer to as a profile. Profiles are typically 
local to a website (e.g., Facebook, eBay) and represent 
user accounts held by or about the individual. Profiles 
maintain sets of identity attributes (e.g., name, username, 
photos, details), hereafter elements, about a persona; and 
we also consider inferences that define techniques by 
which new elements can be derived from existing ones 
(e.g., based on language-analysis tools, one can assess a 
Facebook post and infer a person’s mood or sentiment).
Another concept crucial to our discussion is that of 
contexts. The term context is used to represent a par-
ticular type of online space, for instance a work-related 
space or a space focused on socialising. Contexts are 
intended to provide a very broad way to characterise a set 
of related elements, and could also be used to conceptu-
ally describe or group such elements within a profile. At 
a finer granularity to contexts are topics or topic areas—
these function in the same way as contexts but are more 
fine-grained in the related identity elements they group 
together. For instance, one might have a work con-
text, and within that context have topics about projects 
engaged in at work or events with work colleagues; these 
topics would then bring together related model elements 
such as project descriptions and collaborators, and event 
location, time and attendees. Similar topics might also 
exist under multiple contexts.
Using the concepts above and drawing on our exist-
ing identity model  [13, 14], the naturalness of a specific 
persona is defined as the extent to which that persona has 
features similar to those expected or standard for compa-
rable personae online; here, expected or standard features 
refers to the range of profiles, contexts and model elements 
that are present, and inferences that are achievable, in the 
majority of similar personae.
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To take an example, assume that we have assessed a 
set of related personae and from the data gathered, we 
have inferred what is natural for personae of this kind. 
Now, further assume that this naturalness is character-
ised by an online presence in a university web page and 
a LinkedIn profile; both with data on the research pro-
jects the individual is involved in, articles published, 
and teaching responsibilities. Therefore, if we identify 
a persona claiming to be of this kind (e.g., via a spe-
cific LinkedIn profile) that is not similar to our charac-
terisation of normal above (whether it be in presence or 
absence of topics, availability of elements, or ability to 
conduct inferences), then we may assign this persona 
a low naturalness score; the general idea being that the 
lower a naturalness score, the more likely that the online 
presence under investigation might be fabricated.
To consider naturalness thoroughly, it is necessary to be 
aware of the range of profiles, contexts and topic areas in 
which data on a persona may be found online. In order to 
discover these aspects, we have engaged in an in-depth study 
of online identity data, while also reflecting on our existing 
research [13, 14]. Figure 1 presents the conceptualisation of 
an individual’s online presence resulting from our analysis.
In detail, an individual can represent themself through 
online personae, which, in turn, are manifest through a 
wide range of profiles. These profiles can link together 
identity elements on practically any subject and for any 
purpose; the figure presents a small subset of arguably 
the most popular of these profiles. As a way of describing 
profiles and the data held within them, we hypothesise 
that there are at least five high-level contexts to which 
profiles could be associated.
These contexts are: the social context—identity infor-
mation generated from the use of the Internet as a social 
medium (e.g., persona Facebook profiles, personal life 
blogs, gaming); work context—identity information as 
a result of Internet usage for official work and employ-
ment purposes (e.g., LinkedIn profiles or a company’s 
employee page); state context—this covers identity data 
on a country’s citizens typically provided by a govern-
ment as a result of online initiatives (e.g., Electoral rolls, 
Civil registries); customer context—identity information 
that arises due to the use of the Internet for purchasing 
and providing reviews on goods and services (e.g., Ama-
zon or eBay profiles); and community citizen context—
identity information pertaining to the use of the Internet 
for participating in a support community (e.g., neigh-
bourhood watch, volunteering). Although we present 
contexts under profiles, they also can be presented above, 
or indeed as a profile annotation. A profile can be associ-
ated with multiple contexts or one context can describe 
data in multiple profiles.
Fig. 1 A conceptualisation of an online presence relating personae to profiles, contexts, topics and model elements and inferences
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Under the contexts layer in the diagram, there is the 
notion of topics (or, topic areas). The ‘Interests’ topic 
for instance, aims to capture behaviour in a profile that 
pertains to an individual’s interests, likes, dislikes, etc. 
If we apply this to a Facebook Profile, this topic would 
encompass identity elements such as Likes, Movies, Music 
and Books, and identity-model inferences covering what 
could be derived from those elements; for instance, 
interests in specific books might lead to insight into an 
individual’s expertise or family life. This highlights one 
of the advantages of the proposed conceptualisation: a 
profile can contain any of the listed contexts and topics, 
while topics can draw on, and be constituted by, a variety 
of elements and inferences at the lowest model layer. In 
Fig. 2, we provide an example of the detailed mapping of 
the elements and inferences from our identity model, to 
the related topic areas.
Using the conceptualisation for naturalness
There are two ways in which we could look to apply the 
conceptualisation embodied in Fig.  1 to characterise 
naturalness. The first method is to adopt a top-down 
or static perspective to analysis, and thus to be guided 
largely by the existing structure in that diagram in the 
search for and classification of an identified individual’s 
data. Figure 3 depicts an example of how the conceptu-
alisation can model the online presence of an individual.
To define naturalness for a set of individuals or per-
sonae of a specified type therefore, this approach would 
be guided mainly by what personae, profiles, contexts, 
topics and elements tend to be available, and the infer-
ences that are usually possible. Therefore we are inter-
ested in questions such as: whether certain profiles (e.g., 
Facebook, Twitter or 192.com) are commonly available, 
whether existing profiles are typically used for particular 
reasons (i.e., fit certain contexts or topics), and ulti-
mately, whether there are any elements that are usually 
shared by the individuals or inferences from one element 
to another that can be expected. These will be the crucial 
factors in understanding and characterising naturalness 
especially in the context of our identity model.
The second method of analysis is to apply a bottom-
up and more dynamic perspective to the problem. The 
aim here is to start at the bottom of the layout with 
the data elements of a supposed individual, and then 
to group these elements by how they are related, and 
continue to build upwards. The first step, therefore, 
would be to use the data elements (from the person’s 
profiles) to construct actual topics present for that 
specific individual. Once the topics have been identi-
fied, we would then move to group related topics into 
high-level contexts– these contexts would provide 
general insight into how the profile is actually being 
used by the individual. To move upwards from profiles 
to personae (i.e., to determine whether profiles belong 
to one persona or many personae), this approach pro-
poses to rely on a set of core elements of a profile and 
group profiles into the same persona if these elements 
are jointly similar. These core elements could include: 
name, age, location and email-address. At this point, 
this technique has been validated on a small dataset 
with five individuals.
Similar to the top-down approach, naturalness in this 
more dynamic approach would be characterised by con-
sidering what elements, inferences, topics, contexts and 
profiles tend to arise (and how or when they tend to 
arise) across a set of individuals and their personae. The 
advantage with this approach is that it allows for the dis-
covery of new topics, contexts and profiles not previously 
thought of.
Fig. 2 Low‑level data mapping An excerpt of the mapping of identity model elements and inferences to topic areas
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Analytics for measuring the naturalness of a persona
Our approach to measuring a persona’s naturalness is 
composed of two main steps, characterisation and assess-
ment of naturalness. These are detailed below.
Research and characterise what constitutes naturalness for a 
set of individuals and their personae
 This task involves several smaller naturalness-character-
isation activities:
Step 1 Identify a set of individuals and collect the iden-
tity information available on each of them in the online 
space. Practically, this would start at the profile level, and 
would therefore involve noting the profiles maintained by 
the individuals. In terms of obtaining the most value from 
this characterisation task, it is useful to choose individu-
als of a particular type (or sets of types) where there may 
be some plausible commonality in their online presence 
and personae. In addition, this choice may be guided by 
the types of (potentially) fake persona that may be inves-
tigated later in the assessment.
Step 2 For each individual, apply the conceptualisation 
from the previous section (in Fig. 1) to create models of 
their online presence. This task could use either the top-
down or bottom-up approach, but will need to be con-
sistent across the individuals. The structures resulting 
from this analysis would identify the profiles, contexts, 
topic areas and elements present, along with the infer-
ences possible, for each of the individuals’ personae; the 
mapping in Fig. 2 would be useful here, especially in the 
top-down analysis. This step will also note the values of 
certain elements, such as posts and images, in addition 
to summary values such as number of friends, favourited 
items and posts per day; these will be used in later char-
acterisation tasks. As an output from this step, we would 
expect several layouts similar to that in Fig. 3.
Step 3 Analyse the set of structures emerging from 
individuals’ data to determine whether there are cer-
tain aspects that commonly or naturally arise in the 
structures; these would then be documented. Key ques-
tions would be: are certain profiles, contexts or elements 
mostly present, or never present? Also, can certain infer-
ences commonly be performed, or are they largely impos-
sible? The identification of inferences expected to be 
possible is a crucial step, as we expect that unlike many 
of the other steps above, great variance (at least, across 
similar individuals) is unlikely. Another important task 
here is assess the data elements available on individuals 
to determine whether it is possible to define any normally 
occurring values for the elements themselves. Again, 
this would look to use what happens in the majority of 
cases. To take Twitter as an example, this task would look 
to identify whether or not it is natural for individuals to 
select an image of themselves, or others for their avatar. 
We suspect that there are a few control factors that may 
need to be taken into account during this step’s analyses. 
For instance, the age of an individual might have nota-
ble influence on how their personae manifest across the 
spaces mentioned.
Fig. 3 Applying the conceptualisation An example of how we might capture and model data about an individual. These personae portray the indi‑
vidual as an academic (Robert Smith, 26, Oxford) and as someone engaged in online commerce (jungledroid, 36, Oxford). The personae are manifested 
through several online profiles on sites such as Facebook, LinkedIn, eBay, and a Civil registry
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Step 4 Summarise the findings of the earlier steps (2–3) 
and create a template of naturalness for that set of indi-
viduals and their personae. This could adopt a layout 
similar to that in Fig. 3 but instead, the presence of ele-
ments, topics, contexts and profiles, would be dictated 
by whether they could be expected to be present. As with 
several of the steps above, this characterisation of natu-
ral will be based on what occurs within a majority of the 
individuals, but not necessarily all of them. With this in 
mind, we might need to be slightly flexible in our defi-
nition of (or tolerance for identifying) naturalness, espe-
cially in situations where we were unable to find a clear 
majority behaviour.
Assess the naturalness of the persona that is 
under investigation
 In detail:
Step 1 Compare and contrast the persona of interest 
against the naturalness template of personae previously 
characterised. This step assesses the extent to which the 
new persona’s online presence (structured as in Fig. 3) is 
similar to the expected presence of comparable personae. 
A crucial factor here is that the persona to be assessed 
is largely of the same type as the personae earlier used 
to characterise naturalness. This would ensure that the 
measurement approach distinguishes unnatural per-
sonae and not just ones that are of a different type. We 
propose to assess the naturalness of a new persona based 
on a measure of overlap in expected profiles, contexts, 
model elements that are present (or absent as the case 
may be) and inferences that are not enabled. To conduct 
this measurement, we have explored several approaches, 
of which two are outlined below.
The first approach favours simplicity and directly com-
pares the defined conceptualisation of the new persona to 
a natural persona template. This comparison is conducted 
on a per item basis with each element, context, profile, 
and inference being compared. If the two items agree, we 
assign 1, otherwise 0 is assigned. For instance, if it is natu-
ral for individuals to state their school history on LinkedIn, 
as well as posting an image of themselves as their avatar, 
yet the persona under investigation only does one of these, 
they would receive [0, 1]. These values are then averaged 
across the full set of items to get the persona’s percentage 
similarity to the naturalness template. If that average is less 
than some predefined naturalness threshold (which could 
be adapted based on the sensitivity of the assessment), 
then the persona would be deemed unnatural.
The second approach to measuring naturalness is to 
factor in the percentage of agreement with the natural-
ness template. This would consider the fact that although 
the template represents the majority value, it could well 
be ignoring some level of disagreement that is important 
in subsequent measurement tasks. The approach is as 
follows. Firstly, define the structure for the new persona 
similarly to Fig.  3. Next, compare each item in the per-
sona with the respective item in the naturalness template. 
A penalty, or disagreement to the template, is then cal-
culated. In cases were there is agreement, assign 0 thus 
no penalty, otherwise, a penalty between 0 and 1 is to be 
calculated for that item. Penalties are defined based on 
the extent of disagreement to the norm in the initial set 
of individuals.
There are a number of ways in which penalties might 
be derived. One way is to use a linear approach where the 
penalty for the new persona not agreeing with the natural 
value is directly proportional to the percentage of agree-
ment with the natural value (in the initial set of individu-
als). For instance, if in characterising naturalness it was 
found that only 51 % had agreed with the selected natural 
value, then if a persona under investigation also does not 
agree, they should be penalised considerably less than the 
case where 98 % of people agreed. To achieve this, we set 
penalties to increase on a linear scale from 0.02 (where 
there is 51 % agreement) up to a penalty of 1 (at 100 % 
agreement).
In addition to the linear approach, we have also 
explored the application of logarithmic, exponential and 
power functions to produce penalty values. These use a 
broadly similar method as above to incorporate the per-
centage agreement but, as is to be expected, output dif-
ferent sets of penalties. Once values (and penalties) have 
been applied to each item to indicate similarity to the 
template, these are averaged to determine the similar-
ity of the persona itself to the natural persona. Depend-
ing on the threshold set, a conclusion as to the potential 
naturalness of the persona can be reached.
Case study experimentation and results
To assess the ability of our approach to characterise and 
measure naturalness, we conducted a case study experi-
ment. At this stage, we felt that a case study would be 
more appropriate, as were especially interested in (a) 
exploring the characterisation process and (b) in under-
standing whether the approach could at least detect 
personae (and thus, individuals) of the same or differing 
types. We view these tasks as key prerequisites in being 
able to detect fake personae. As such, we designed a case 
scenario with a participant set of two general types (stu-
dents to characterise natural, and professionals to test 
it). Here we did not attempt to detect genuinely fake per-
sonae and did not include an assessment of known fake 
personae—this would form the basis for our next and 
more comprehensive experiment. Below, we present the 
case study experiment and then highlight some of the 
main findings.
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Characterising naturalness: Step 1
To characterise naturalness, we started by recruiting 30 
students as a basis for our case study. We hypothesised 
that given they were of the same age and studied very 
similar degrees at the same institution, they may have a 
generally similar online presence. With the permission of 
the participants and in line with university ethical guide-
lines, we then collected their online identity data, includ-
ing profiles, identity elements, source data, and so on.
Characterising naturalness: Step 2
Next, we analysed the online presence of each individual 
and created several models similar to Fig.  3. While the 
definition of profile, topic areas, elements and inferences 
was straightforward, specifying appropriate contexts 
required a comprehensive analysis of the profile elements 
of each individual and determining how that profile was 
being used, e.g., for work, social, and so on. In general 
however, this step progressed as expected with the con-
ceptualisation more than capable of adequately abstract-
ing each presence.
Characterising naturalness: Step 3
The various identity conceptualisations were then 
assessed with the aim of ascertaining what profiles, 
contexts, topic areas, elements and inferences may be 
regarded as natural. Below, we summarise the analysis.
Defining natural profiles  To define naturalness at the 
profile level, we adopted a simple approach based on what 
occurred in the majority of cases. That is, if most perso-
nae possessed the profile, this was considered as natural 
for this sample, and if most did not, that was considered 
as natural. Figure 4 presents a summary of the different 
profiles maintained and their prevalence.
One notable finding was that only 6 of 31 profile types 
could be considered as naturally present for the par-
ticipants, i.e., at least 50 % of the participants had them. 
These were Facebook, Twitter, Google+, YouTube, Ama-
zon and eBay. Some other profiles did have a reason-
ably strong presence (e.g., Instagram, the Steampowered 
games platform, Spotify and LinkedIn) but not a major-
ity. In contrast, there are some profiles which are very 
uncommon, so the natural tendency is not to possess 
them (e.g., IMDB, Stackoverflow).
Another point worth highlighting is variability in the 
total number of profiles maintained by personae. Overall, 
the average number of profiles is 8, with a standard devi-
ation of 4. A question that might arise here, therefore, is 
whether or not certain individuals within our initial natu-
ralness characterisation set were outliers.
Defining natural contexts The definition of natural con-
texts utilised the majority approach as applied above. 
Reflecting on the analysis, the contexts found were 
somewhat expected given participants’ background. For 
instance, Facebook, Twitter and Instagram all were used 
to socialise (i.e., interacting with friends, posting pictures, 
and so on), rather than for work or business, and therefore 
these were naturally associated with the social context. 
Fig. 4 Identification of maintained profiles number of accounts that the participants of the study maintain in various sites
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Unsurprisingly, eBay was naturally characterised in the 
customer context. An interesting point that arises here 
is that with some sites, they likely only have one use or 
arguably a main use, and therefore may not be as useful in 
distinguishing unnatural personae at a context level.
While topic areas were used in our analysis, we do not 
report on them here as their findings were very similar to 
the element-level assessment (next).
Defining natural elements This step sought to determine 
which identity elements were naturally (mostly) exposed 
in profiles. As before, we characterised the naturalness 
template for each profile’s elements, but for brevity here 
we only present results for Facebook. In Fig. 5, the avail-
ability of elements across individuals can be observed. A 
key finding here was that there are some elements that 
were always present because they are required (e.g., gen-
der), and others that are just mainly used by individuals 
(e.g., avatar, coverpicture); it is the latter of these which 
we use to define naturalness. There are also some ele-
ments that have a clear lack of prevalence (e.g., website) 
and therefore it could be concluded that it is natural for 
personae of this type not to link to other profiles.
Defining natural inferences  Similarly to the process 
with identity elements, we characterised inferences 
that were naturally possible and impossible. This pro-
cess progressed as expected and we were able to define 
natural inferences, but it required a notable amount of 
manual effort in assessing the ability to conduct infer-
ences. For example, on Facebook, we discovered that 
participants have a clear tendency to use a picture of 
themselves as their avatar (97 %), sometimes appearing 
with others (62%). We also found that the posts on par-
ticipants’ walls naturally mentioned friends, locations, 
liked organisations or companies, and the individual’s 
personal interests.
Defining natural values  Another approach adopted to 
ascertain naturalness was to analyse the values of ele-
ments. We focused on two areas: (a) textual content anal-
ysis to assess aspects such as whether or not it is natural 
to maintain consistent values (e.g., age or name) across 
profiles or if values typically tend to match the ground 
truth (e.g., real age); and (b) frequency analysis of numeric 
elements (e.g., number of posts, pictures uploaded) to cal-
culate the range of potentially natural values (assuming a 
Gaussian distribution, ‘natural’ ranges could be the aver-
age value plus/minus the standard deviation). Findings 
from (a) included the fact that there is a clear majority 
tendency for individuals to have the same age and gender 
across profiles, but not similar locations or usernames. As 
it pertains to (b) and Facebook for instance, we found that 
personae tend to post more during the evening and less 
during the morning, but there is not a specific hour where 
they mostly publish. Therefore, if we were to find an indi-
vidual who always publishes at the same time, this could 
be regarded as unnatural.
Fig. 5 Identification of model elements in Facebook Number of model elements that are filled for the Facebook accounts of the participants of the 
study
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Characterising naturalness: Step 4
From the full analysis of participants’ data, we defined 
the high-level natural persona template in Fig.  6. This 
highlights the profiles, contexts, data elements and infer-
ences that could be expected to be available for a natural 
persona of the type under investigation.
Measuring naturalness of new persona
This section applies our general approach to measure the 
naturalness of new personae; in the context of our wider 
research aims, these would be the suspected fake perso-
nae. For our case study analysis, we used five new per-
sonae, three of which were students of the same degrees 
as the initial set and therefore may be expected to be 
found as natural when compared. The other two perso-
nae were from older individuals and employees of com-
panies in different subject areas; as such their presences 
might appear unnatural or at least different to the stu-
dents’ natural personae template. Hereafter, Test perso-
nae #1, #2 and #3 are the students and #4 and #5 are the 
professionals.
Measuring naturalness at  the profiles level We began 
by evaluating how the five test personae compared to our 
naturalness template in terms of profiles. Figure 7 displays 
an example of this evaluation for Test persona #1. For 
each profile type, we have documented its natural behav-
iour (i.e., whether it is natural for individuals to possess 
it [1] or not [0]) and the percentage of agreement to that 
norm by participants within the initial set (where 100 % 
indicates complete agreement and 51 % defines very lim-
ited agreement). Next, we took the list of sites where the 
Test persona #1 had a presence, and the calculated natu-
ralness metrics. Specifically, we used a simple penalty 
metric (where 1 is for agreement to the natural template 
and 0 otherwise), a penalty metric using a linear curve, 
and a penalty metric using a power curve. As can be seen 
in the figure, generally the simple penalty obtained the 
greatest values as it equally penalised all the differences 
with the template. On the contrary, the linear and power 
approaches penalised according to the percentage agree-
ment of the initial participant set.
For the specific persona in Fig. 7, we can observe that 
it is very similar to the natural template (i.e., over 93  % 
similarity across all metrics); with similarity defined as 
[1-AverageMetricScore] where AverageMetricScore is the 
average of the penalties across all profiles.
To comment on the general results at the profiles 
level, we were unable to use our approach to distin-
guish between students and employees (thus, natural 
and unnatural personae). This could be because the type 
of personae represented by individuals #4 and #5 is very 
similar to our natural profile template, or because there 
was too much variation in our sample used to define 
naturalness. To test this last hypothesis we adopted the 
approach mentioned in Step 1 that focused on defining 
and reflecting on the average penalty and the standard 
deviation for the initial participant sample. From this 
Fig. 6 Natural persona template a capture of the template for a natural persona of the participant set, including the profiles, contexts, data ele‑
ments and inferences that could be expected to be available
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analysis, we found that at this level, there were six par-
ticipants that had a penalty score higher than the mean 
penalty (0.0343) plus one standard deviation (0.0334) and 
one participant (of that six) with a score higher than the 
mean plus two standard deviations (unnatural). In some 
ways, these individuals could be considered as outli-
ers whose profiles could have weakened the naturalness 
characterisation process.
Measuring naturalness within  profiles  Here we assess 
the naturalness of test personae in terms of contexts, 
profile elements and inferences. Due to limited space, we 
focus on Facebook as a findings example.
At the contexts level, our approach was able to detect 
differences in Test persona #4 and #5 as compared to the 
natural template. This was because these personae had 
several details about their work (e.g., profession, employ-
ers) on their profiles. In terms of the overall similarity 
score at this level however, the metrics still deemed these 
two personae as natural.
To measure the naturalness of test personae at an ele-
ments level, we drew on the characterisation (from 
Fig.  5), and followed the methodology defined in Step 
3. We started by calculating the threshold and stand-
ard deviation for the similarity of the initial set, which 
were 74.51 and 7.89 % respectively. Thus, we considered 
individuals to be unnatural when their similarity (to the 
template) is lower than 74.51  %. Using this threshold, 
all test five personae appear natural. This could again be 
the result of the high variability in the initial dataset thus 
affecting the deduced natural template. Alternatively, it 
might be the result of considering too many elements, 
and thus, reducing the mean score and introducing noise. 
The thresholds for the linear and power metrics are 89.26 
and 95.19 % respectively. Only Test persona #1 has aver-
age similarities lower than these, i.e. indicating that the 
data within their profile is potentially unnatural. This 
is the effect of the penalties for hometown and location 
elements in particular, which this individual has not 
provided.
Fig. 7 Similarity with the natural template similarity metrics of a persona with the calculated natural template for having accounts in different sites
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The next task is to consider the naturalness of infer-
ences in Facebook. In Fig.  8 we can see a survey of the 
thresholds for Facebook and the similarities that three 
of the test users receive. The calculated thresholds are 
61  % for the simple penalty, 83  % for the linear penalty 
and 94% for the power penalty. According to these met-
rics, Test persona #2 looks unnatural using the simple 
and linear penalties because they are not exposing loca-
tions, organisations or interests in their posts. Similarly, 
Test persona #4 looks unnatural particularly as they do 
not expose organisations and interests.
To briefly consider naturalness at an element-values 
level, we compared findings from the new personae 
with the textual content and frequency analyses. For 
the textual analysis, the professional test personae were 
generally different to the natural template, especially in 
username consistency across profiles. For the frequency 
analysis, Fig. 9 presents the time of the day the test per-
sonae tended to publish on Facebook. The dark shadow 
represents the mean plus one standard deviation (i.e., 
naturalness threshold), while the light shadows is the 
mean plus two times the standard deviation. Here, Test 
persona #1 (blue) appears unnatural as they publish very 
often early on mornings, while Test persona #4 (green) 
looks unnatural as that individual has a tendency to pub-
lish most around 2pm.
Next we reflect on our case study analysis and the abil-
ity of the proposed approach to achieve its aims.
Reflecting on the approach and analytics
In this research, our aim was to develop a method that 
could characterise the natural online presence of a type 
of individual and analytics to measure whether personae 
of unknown origin might be considered as natural. In 
general, from our case study analysis, we found that our 
approach to conceptualise an individual’s presence could 
be regarded as successful. In terms of developing effec-
tive analytics for naturalness however, improvements in 
the approach are required. Ultimately, this meant that we 
were not able to use the measure as is it stands to dis-
tinguish natural from unnatural (or differently-typed) 
personae. Consequently, this has affected the planned 
subsequent use of the approach to detect fake online per-
sona. Below, we reflect on some of the main reasons why 
this might not have been possible.
The dataset
In any approach to identify fake or unnatural personae, 
there must first be some clear understanding of what is 
natural. We believe that natural behaviours can change 
across different types of individuals and thus, identifying 
the type of individual or personae to be assessed is par-
ticularly important. We approached this issue by defining 
and exploring a case study, which involved recruiting a 
set of students of the same age and studying for the same 
degree. Unfortunately, in our analysis of their online 
Fig. 8 Survey of similarities similarities obtained using the three different metrics for all the test personae according to profile, model elements and 
inferences in Facebook
Fig. 9 Frequency of posts in Facebook for personae a summary of 
the frequency of posts in Facebook during the day for the five test 
personae (coloured). The dark shadow represents the mean plus one 
standard deviation (i.e., naturalness threshold), while the light shad-
ows is the mean plus two times the standard deviation
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data we found notable variations in their presence which 
undoubtedly impacted the naturalness persona tem-
plate deduced. One conclusion from this is that types 
based on profession or age may not be best for defining 
naturalness.
The sample size could have also had an impact on our 
analysis and findings. Due to the small size of the case 
scenario dataset, the calculation of true penalties may 
have been incorrect or focused on elements which were 
not relevant for naturalness (or vice versa, i.e., omit-
ting elements which are important). Overall the method 
seems to behave correctly if there is a clear majority in 
the data, so we might assume that if we had a larger sam-
ple, the method would be able to produce a more accu-
rate template of naturalness. This is definitely an area for 
future work when we expand from this case study-based 
experiment to a substantial, large-scale study.
Naturalness characterisation
To characterise naturalness, our analytics approach has 
made the assumption that the majority case is the natu-
ral case. Considering our data, this meant that because a 
majority of individuals did not have a profile on Spotify 
for instance, it was not considered as natural. As a result, 
there was arguably no need to consider the information 
shared within Spotify or the associated contexts, or the 
inferences possible. Another way that we could approach 
this problem however, is to lower the threshold at the 
profile level, such that we would assess the data within a 
profile if that profile type was maintained by at least x% 
(e.g., 40%) of individuals. This would allow more profiles 
to be included in the assessment, which could allow extra 
detail that might, in turn, enable an unnatural personae 
to be identified. We could imagine applying this approach 
as a secondary method if the majority-value technique 
does not enable unnatural personae to be discovered.
An alternative way to approach the characterisation of 
what is or is not natural is to only consider something as 
natural if it is prevalent in large majority of the initial set; 
for instance, in at least 80% of cases rather than 51%. The 
idea here is that some variability in the initial set should 
be expected and thus, we should be more strict in what 
is deduced as being required in order to be viewed as 
natural. If we take data in Fig. 6 as an example, we would 
only consider Facebook and Amazon as profiles that are 
naturally present. If we are measuring the naturalness of 
a new persona therefore, and they do not have a Twitter 
profile, they would not be penalised. This is the contrary 
to our current approach where the individual would be 
penalised quite heavily depending on the specific metric 
that has been applied.
A notable issue faced within the study was the varia-
bility in the data used to characterise naturalness. While 
this could be due to the type of personae chosen, another 
possibility is that there are distinct sub-clusters in this 
set which could better define the personae norms. To 
conduct a preliminary test of this theory, we applied the 
K-Means clustering approach  [15] to the profile-level 
data of the initial set of personae. Our analysis found 
three clusters of individuals as depicted in Fig.  10; we 
drew on existing work to define appropriate values for 
K [15, 16]. While these particular clusters are of varying 
strengths, finding such a wide spread in the initial dataset 
somewhat reinforced our belief that an approach which 
accommodates several naturalness templates (deduced 
from the clusters identified in the initial dataset) may 
be the best way to proceed in the future. The idea here, 
therefore, would be to characterise naturalness via mul-
tiple templates (identified, potentially through cluster-
ing), and then to measure the naturalness of a persona of 
unknown provenance by assessing the extent to which it 
fits the templates known to be natural. If we are able to 
comprehensively describe the templates found, there may 
also be the option of identifying which templates may be 
best used to assess a new persona. This is a prime area for 
exploration in our future research.
Another general factor worth noting is that our natu-
ralness characterisation thus far is in some regards static, 
and represents naturalness at a single point in time. Nat-
uralness, however, even for the set of personae assessed, 
may very well change and therefore, it is crucial that the 
naturalness template is suitably updated. Furthermore, 
there is the reality that naturalness can be considered 
dynamically (i.e., over time), and not necessarily only at 
a specific point. Therefore, from repeated captures of 
personae data, it might be possible to identify that over 
a period of time, natural personae (and their respective 
profiles, context, and so on) tend to be characterised, 
or act in certain ways. Consideration of these and the 
other factors mentioned would allow for a more accurate 
assessment of naturalness in the subsequent measure-
ments stage.
Naturalness measurement overall
Our analytics to measure the naturalness of each per-
sonae operates on a level-by-level basis, i.e., profiles, 
contexts, topics, elements and inferences. However, as 
was discussed, in order to have a general overview of 
the naturalness of the individual, those values should be 
combined in some way. Our combinatorics thus far has 
adopted an averaging approach, which provides a simi-
larity score, but arguably, a rather rigid one. Another way 
in which overall naturalness could be defined based on 
these layers is as done in Fig. 6. The idea here is that we 
combine values at the lower level with those at the layer 
directly above, building a tree. For instance, when we 
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calculate the average penalty for a profile’s set of elements 
and inferences, we could then combine (e.g., multiply) it 
with the penalty of having that profile (if any). Below, we 
examine how this approach might be applied in a number 
of cases.
Assume that it is natural to possess a profile and the 
penalty for not possessing it is 0.8. Within the profile it 
is natural to have a specific element (element1) available 
and to make an inference (inference1); penalties for not 
conforming to the norm are 0.7 and 0.9 respective. Now, 
two new personae (Persona1 and Persona2) are presented 
and we need to assess their naturalness. Persona1 does 
not have the profile, and Persona2 has the profile but ele-
ment1 is not available and inference1 cannot be made. 
In the case of Persona1, the assessment is simple, i.e., 
we would just assign a penalty of 0.8 for not having the 
profile.
For Persona2, one approach is to average the penalties 
within the profile (i.e., (0.7+ 0.9)/2) and then multiply 
this by the penalty of not having a profile, resulting in a 
final penalty of 0.64— here the penalty of not having the 
profile essentially acts as a weight. The advantage of this 
approach is that if an individual possesses a profile but it 
is very unnatural (i.e., tends towards an average elements/
inferences penalty of 1) then this would be equated as 
similar to not having the profile at all. In the other two 
cases, i.e., when a profile is not natural but the persona 
has it, and when the persona is not natural and the per-
sona also does not have it, the assessments are simple. 
That is, in the former case the penalty for not having the 
profile is assigned (e.g., 0.8 in our example above) and in 
the latter situation, there is no penalty. Future work will 
need to explore this further, ideally with the larger and 
more clearly typed participant set.
Conclusion and future work
As the number of organisations and individuals online 
increases, cyberspace becomes an even more attractive 
area for malevolent parties, armed with various schemes 
and tricks meant to deceive others. In this paper, we have 
presented and explored an approach that is ultimately 
targeted at enabling us to better distinguish between real 
and fake (or malicious) online identities. This approach 
focuses on allowing an enhanced understanding of online 
personae, while also facilitating the characterisation of 
a natural online presence and the measurement of con-
formity to such a presence.
Reflecting on the case study-based assessment of the 
approach that was conducted, there were several areas 
where our approach performed well, but also many 
others where further improvement is required before 
it could be applied to judge fake personae. These areas 
will be the focus of our future work, and include: further 
assessments of the criteria through which naturalness 
Fig. 10 Exploring the clusters of the initial set of personae a scatter plot displaying the personae of the initial dataset and clustered according 
to the similarity of their profile‑level data. To present the vast amount of profile features on this graph, we used principal components analysis 
(PCA) [17] to reduce the feature space to two dimensions
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is defined, and refined analytics and combinatorics to 
measure a persona’s naturalness. Lastly, we are in the 
process of exploring the full application of clustering 
approaches using complete online personae (i.e., data 
from multiple sites) as a means to identify naturally 
occurring personae types in large datasets. This could be 
used to complement our existing approach and provide 
more insight into the initial dataset from which natural-
ness (via naturalness templates for instance) would be 
defined.
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